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ABSTRACT
This final degree project is about the design of a cable car propelled by hydraulic
energy that it is used to cross rivers. Therefore an original and environment
respectful transport has been created.
First of all a study has been done to find a proper location, a place that could
provide the enough energy to the cable car, and where would be interesting to
place a conveyance with these characteristics.
Next an investigation has been done to found the best way to do the project.
Third the needed calculus have been done to design the elements of the
mechanism, and the way they interact between each other. To make that has
been followed the nowadays rules and laws of the design of structures and
mechanism, using computer programs to optimize the work.
At the end a 3D model has been created with the help of SolidWorks to have a
more realistic view of the project

RESUMEN
Este proyecto de final de grado trata sobre el diseño de un teleférico propulsado
por energía hidráulica que se utilizara para cruzar ríos. De esta manera se ha
creado un transporte novedoso y respetuoso con el medio ambiente.
Lo primero que se ha hecho ha sido un estudio para la localización de un lugar
que cumpliese con los requerimientos necesarios para suministrar la energía
suficiente al teleférico y en el que fuese interesante la instalación de un medio de
transporte de estas características.
Seguidamente se ha investigado acerca de las posibles maneras de llevar a cabo
el proyecto, intentando escoger la más óptima y efectiva.
En tercer lugar se han hecho los cálculos pertinentes para diseñar todos los
componentes del mecanismo, y la forma en que interactúan para conseguir el
proyecto final. Para ello se ha seguido en la medida de lo posible la normativa
vigente sobre estructuras y mecanismos y se han utilizado programas
informáticos para optimizar el trabajo.
Por último se ha creado un modelo del teleférico con la ayuda del programa para
diseño en CAD, SolidWorks, para tener una visión más cercana al resultado final.
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RESUM
Aquest projecte de final de grau tracta sobre el disseny d'un telefèric propulsat
amb energia hidràulica que s'utilitzarà per crear rius. D'aquesta manera s'ha
creat un nou mitjà de transport respectuós amb el medi ambient.
El primer que s'ha fet ha sigut un estudi sobre la localització d'algun lloc on es
complissin els requeriments necessaris per subministrar l'energia suficient al
telefèric i en el qual fos interessant la instal·lació d'un mitjà de transport
d'aquestes característiques.
Seguidament s'ha investigat sobre les possibles formes de dur a terme el
projecte, intentant triar la més optima i efectiva.
En tercer lloc s'han fet els càlculs necessaris per al disseny de tots els
components del mecanisme i la forma en què interactuen per aconseguir el
projecte final. Per fer-ho s'ha seguit el millor possible la normativa vigent sobre
estructures i mecanismes, i amb l'ajuda de programes informàtics s'ha optimitzat
la feina.
Finalment s'ha creat un model 3D del telefèric amb l'ajuda del programa
Solidworks per aconseguir una visió més propera al projecte final.
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CHAPTER 1:
AIM AND SCOPE

As in many other projects that have been made along the degree, the main
objective is learn or at least having a dipper idea of how to develop a project,
from the beginning till the end. This project should be more accurate taking care
of rules and laws that regulate the way of construct any structure of mechanism,
doing it as near as is possible to a real one.
The original idea was to design a rural zone conveyance to cross rivers using raw
material, due to certain inconvenience such as financial problems it was
redirected to a touristic attraction prototype in order to test the mechanical
viability.
This project has been focused in the development and design of a novel transport
infrastructure placed in a natural park; bearing in mind the sustainability and the
environment protection. Therefore, renewal energy will be used to move the
infrastructure.
The infrastructure is a cable car propelled by the water, and will be used to cross
a wide and important river in the Murchison Falls Natural Park.
The project will be focused on the calculus of the mechanical strength of the
elements, trying to select the best materials and ways of construction to achieve
a safe mechanism, economic and attractive.
Finally, the structure was designed and improved in order to be an adaptive
element that could be built and use in different region and under different
conditions.
To make the project even more real there will be an estimate budget, to
determinate or having an idea of the viability of the project.
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CHAPTER 2:
INTRODUCTION

This project concerns transport and communication along a route through a
natural park, respecting the environment and using natural resources to provide
power to the vehicles.
To be more specific, it will be worked in a part of this route, the river. The idea is
to create a cable transport to cross the river as an alternative way to provide a
calm and relaxing mode of travel, allowing its occupants to enjoy nature and the
animals in their natural habitat.
Although this document only shows the specific application at the selected site,
the main objective is to create an alternative and attractive vehicle for crossing
rivers. The general mechanism is similar to those applied in skiing stations, with
a significant difference because the objective is the application to this modern
use of different and natural energy resources. This idea it is based on ancient
methodologies known centuries ago, mainly from the cultures of Asia and PreHispanic America. In those cultures, the communication infrastructures included
the use of ropes to cross-rivers.
The structure will consist of a vehicle hanged on a cable, not on a rope, that will
explode the same source of energy that traditionally was used in mills.
As a result, modern and ancient technologies will be combined in order to create
an attractive and ecologic (bridge/vehicle/…). In addition, the structure will be as
simple as possible, built mainly with materials existing in the zone, excepting in
some cases, attending the security. The result is an innovative vehicle, useful,
attractive, economic and safe.
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2.1. Location
The particular design has been created to be utilized on the Nile River, in the
beginning part of this major river that crosses the African continent. The Nile
River begins in Uganda in the large Victoria Lake, 69.482 km2 in size. At this
point the river is called the Victoria Nile and flows to the Kyoga Lake, and later to
the Albert Lake.
Between these two lakes is situated Murchison Falls National Parkwith its
renowned waterfalls, where the river drops 120 meters in three steps. Of
particular importance is the Murchison falls where the river drops 45 meters,
which provides the water with a boost of power to continue its onward journey.
Murchison Falls National Park features a great number and variety of birds of
Uganda, which has 1,068 species of birds, and is one of the main touristic
destinations for safaris in Africa. Additionally there are elephants, giraffes, wild
pigs, buffalos, antelopes and many other species.
There are several routes for cars and a ferry for safari tourists to cross the river.
The aim of this project is to design an alternative way to cross the Victoria Nile,
in a way that allows passengers to interact with the environment and appreciate
the power of Nature.
As conceived, this infrastructure concept would likely become an important
touristic attraction, helping in the development and preservation of the zone.
Part of its attraction will be its innovative methodology and environmental design
(powered by renewable energy and constructed mainly from local materials). It
will be a new and compelling way to visit the zone and enjoy the river, waterfalls
and the landscape.
The weather in Uganda is tropical with a warm temperature all year between 2229ºC, and has two rainy seasons, in March-May and October-November.
Consequently this is an ideal location for the project because the amount of
water in the river remains approximately constant all year and sufficient to drive
the mechanism.
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2.2. Historical Background
This project has antecedents in the technologies of the ancient Oriental and
South American civilizations, where it was necessary to cross deep, narrow
passes and rivers with turbulent currents. While the funicular (cable railway) is
an age old solution to transportation in steeply sloped terrain, it is dependent on
the construction of a railway on land. The invention of the cable car achieved
independence from the terrain, land or soil.

2.2.1. The confusion about the name
It has been seen that the transport using cables is an ancient method, but the
(elevated) cable car was only developed during the last several centuries.
In the Alpine regions of Europe, the transport by cable was become more and
more popular in the last centuries. In that moment, in France, was called this
type of transport télépherique. Later, this name was adapted in the English
language context.
In British English it is called cable car because tramway generally refers to a
railed street tramway, while in American English, with cable car it is additionally
understood to a cable-pulled street tramway with detachable vehicles, one
example of this type is the cable car of San Francisco.
It is also sometimes called ropeway or even incorrectly referred to as a gondola
lift.
In Japan the two are considered as the same category of vehicle and is called
ropeway, while with the term cable car is understood Cable car (railway) and
funicular. After this short explanation it has been decided to call the system cable
car.
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2.3. Characteristics of the transport
A cable car is a type of aerial transport where the vehicles hang from one or
more ropes or cables that move the vehicle through the different stations.
Usually there is a motor in the base station which supplies the power to move
the cable and transport the vehicles. This type of transport is used in places with
steep terrain and difficult access by other means.
Throughout history there have been many cable transport systems. These have
developed and improved significantly with the help of new technologies and
better materials.
These improvements have facilitated development of the cable car from the
simplest transport using a rope made of natural fibers and moved by hand to the
very sophisticated cable cars that exist today.
We now discuss some important points regarding different types of cables used;
but first it is necessary to explain some definitions that will be very useful to
understand how this transport works.
Tractor cable: a cable that provides power to move the cabin.
Support cable: a cable that supports the vehicle but does not provide motive
power.
Transporter cable: a cable that can support the vehicle and also provide motive
power.
The two main types of cable car are:
Mono-cable detachable gondola (MDG)
This is a system that has only one cable to do the work of supporting and also
propelling the vehicle. It is called detachable because the vehicle is attached to
the cable while traveling along its route, but when it arrives at the station there
is a mechanism that separates the vehicle from the cable to allow it to go slower
or stop, giving people the opportunity to get into or out of the cabin.
Bi-cable detachable gondola (BDG)
This is a system that has two cables. One of them supports the cabin; this cable
is stationary, while the other cable moves and serves to propel the vehicle.
Aerial transport can also have a reversible system where the car is propelled by a
cable loop which stops and reverses direction when the cars arrive at the
stations.
In the mountains the system of two-car tramways uses a jig-back system: a
large electric motor located at the bottom of the tramway pulls one cabin down,
using that cabin's weight to help pull the other cabin up.
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2.4. Characteristics of the transport
The idea came up thinking in new ways of transport, but from the starting idea
until defining it as an idea to carry out a project there were many changes and
problems to solve.
The intention was to create a kind of cable transport to cross rivers, and then
appear the idea of moving it with renewable energy to make it very economy. It
was thought to be used in rural areas where people have difficulties to overcome
the nature slopes.
For all these reasons using the power of the own river was an idea that fits very
well with the object of the project. Also, was thought that because of the
probable locations using electricity wouldn’t be easy and the transport should be
move only by mechanical elements.
At this point appears the major problems because almost everything is controlled
nowadays with electricity and electronic technology.
The river can power the mechanism with a constant speed but will be necessary
changes to stop the cabin or slow down it. To solve that, many ideas appeared as
creating a clutch to separated physically the mill from the structure in some
moments, or create a parallel channel to guide a part of the river and increase its
pressure and velocity.
After a lot of researching was clear that stopping the cabin in the station would
be impossible using the mechanism though, the it have to go slower in order to
permit the people to go in and out of the vehicle. This would be possible with a
detachable cable car, while the vehicle is suspended on the cable it will travel
with one velocity, but when the vehicle arrives at the station will leave the cable
and will be powered by a secondary element at a slower speed.
Regrettably, while the idea goes on making the project in a rural area doesn’t
seem possible, because would be very expensive and it can’t carry enough
weight for being attractive.
Then the project was redirected as a touristic attraction, thinking that in future
improvements one day will be possible to implant it as a public transport.
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CHAPTER 3:
THE CABLE CAR

3.1. The cable
As was explained in the previous section, the cable is the main element of this
type of transport, and chooses the cable that will be used is basic to achieve the
correct operation of the mechanism.
In the mechanism of this project will be used a bi-cable detachable because
there will be a secondary method to push the cabin in the stations, in order to
allow the people to go in and out.
The design of a cable is not easy as will be shown in this section because its own
body creates a catenary.
To decide an appropriate cable for the project it is needed to balance these
different factors:
● The breaking resistance
● The fatigue resistance
● Rubbing and friction resistance
● Crushing resistance
● Reserve resistance
● Corrosion exposure
Normally it is very difficult to find a material that cover all the characteristics, but
it is necesary to find a material that achieve the main characteristics even that
the others aren’t so good.
- 13 -
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The breaking resistance is the maximum weight but not only the static weight,
also it is important the action of the impacts, the strength of the start and stops.
The fatigue is the effect of the vibrations and the bending that even if the loads
doesn’t overcome the breaking resistant, at the end could break the cable if it is
not build with the correct specifications or doesn’t work in good conditions.
The problem with the rubbing and friction is one of the most important on the
cables because the friction causes a wear on the external wires.

Figure 1. Regular twist.

Figure 2. Lang twist

To prevent that effect will be necessary to pay special attention on the right
alignment of the pulleys and the turn radius.
Another factor very important is the crushing, that normally it is caused by the
sternal strengths, but also could be caused by drums that have smaller slots than
the cables. This effect is also shown when the cable is rolled and it holds over
itself producing pressures. The cable with regular twist is more resistant than the
cables with lang twist.
There are many types of cables; they are classified by their diameter, number of
wires, type of soul and construction.
For the project will be used a Warrington Seale, a cable made by a group of thin
wires inside that provide flexibility and fairly thickness wires outside to protect
the cable from wear.
At the end the cable selected is a Stainless Steel Wire Rope with a weight of 3,56
kg/m.

Figure 3. Cable.
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The characteristic of the cable are:

Figure 4. Characteristics of the cable.

The catenary is the ideal curve created by a thread or a rope without bending
stiffness, which is supported between two points under the uniform force of
gravity. A cable adopts this particular form when it is supported at its extremes
by tension in a tangential direction.
The word comes from the Latin word catēnarĭus (belonging to a chain).
In this project the cable will be support from both sides of the river by two
pillars. These pillars support and maintain the tension in the cable. Calculating
the catenary will be very important the horizontal part of this tension that is
represented by TH.
With an iterative method it has been trying different values of the sagittal
(sometimes abbreviated as sag) for obtaining a value of the TH.
At the end, it has been decided, looking at the different values of TH obtained
that the system is possible to be proportionated.

3.1.1. The iterative method
To calculate the catenary we have used a numerical method based on the
imposition of the maximum deflection of the cable, the length between the
support zones and one numerical constant to make possible the calculation.
The deflection of the cable is caused by its own weight, without considering the
added weight of the cabin or its passengers. The cable weight is represented as
weight per length.
Using these three quantities, we can obtain the tension that will be supported by
the pillars on both sides of the river and the approximate total length of cable
necessary.
The formula for the calculation is:
(1)
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Where:
is the maximum deflection of the cable on his middle point. This value has been
imposed based on the available space under the cable.
is a numerical constant.
is the horizontal length between the lateral supports.
Following analysis of many different curvatures for the cable, it has been
considered that the most appropriate value of deflection is 3,4 in the sag. This
value has been chosen with attention to the maximum sag and the tension it
creates on the supports. This last consideration is very important because if the
tension is too high the pillars won’t be able to support the cable and the system
will break.
The procedure of calculation is the following one:

(2)

Because of the cosh function, this equation is not solvable by elementary means
and a numerical approximation must be used.
The procedure for solving the equation is to assign values to the constant c until
both sides of the equation have the same result to the third decimal.
In the next table it is shown the calculus and how both parts of the equation
arrive at the same value.
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Table 1. Values of the catenary constant.
c

100/c

3,4/c

3,4/c+1

cosh(100/c)

9

11,11111

0,377778

1,378

33455,248

90

1,111111

0,037778

1,038

1,683

95

1,052632

0,035789

1,036

1,607

105

0,952381

0,032381

1,032

1,489

150

0,666667

0,022667

1,023

1,231

160

0,625

0,02125

1,021

1,202

190

0,526316

0,017895

1,018

1,142

200

0,5

0,017

1,017

1,128

250

0,4

0,0136

1,014

1,081

300

0,333333

0,011333

1,011

1,056

400

0,25

0,0085

1,009

1,031

500

0,2

0,0068

1,007

1,020

550

0,181818

0,006182

1,006

1,017

600

0,166667

0,005667

1,006

1,014

700

0,142857

0,004857

1,005

1,010

1000

0,1

0,0034

1,003

1,005

1500

0,066667

0,002267

1,002

1,002
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The first value that is correct for the calculation is c=150, and with this value the
result of the equation is the following:
(3)

At this point, the tension that will affect the lateral supports is obtained, which
can be split into the horizontal tension and the vertical tension.
The horizontal tension can be calculated as:

(4)

Where c is the constant and

is the weight of the cable per length.

After obtaining the horizontal tension, it is possible to calculate the total tension
that is experienced by the lateral supports.
(5)

Knowing the value of the tension, we can calculate the length of the cable
necessary to cover the distance between the both banks of the river.
To do this, we will use the equation of the catenary (1).
Before solving the equation, it is necessary to define some factors that are very
important. The cable sag will be 3,4 m, but to provide sufficient distance above
the water level it is necessary to design a system where the cable car leaves the
bank from a high height. The solution that was found was to make a pillar of 5
meters from where the cable starts, but before arrive at the river the cable will
goes up and will pass by a second pillar 7 meters tall. In the next image there is
a representation of the system.
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Figure 5. Pillars in the bank of the river.

First will be calculated the length of the long part that is this part that cross the
river. With the known parameters can be obtained the equation number 6.
(6)
(

)

After the definition of the points in the beginning and in the lowest point:

And with the values of the tension and the weight of the cable per meter:

Can be obtained the two constants of the equation:
(

)
{

{

(

)
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With all these parameters can be obtained the catenary equation:
(

)

(7)

After obtaining the equation of the catenary is the moment to calculate the
length with the following equation:
(8)

[ ]

∫ √

Where:
(

[

)

]

(

[

)

(

)

(

)

]
(9)

(

(
(

(

)

)

(

(

)

)

)

)

And:

*

(

(

)

(

(

(

)

)+

)
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Putting it into the square:

√

(

(

√

√

)

(

(

(

)

)

(

)

)

)
( 11 )

√(

(

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

)

)

Introducing this result into the equation (7):
[ ]

∫ √

(

(

)

(

)

)

∫

{
( 13 )
(

(

)

(

)

)

∫

( 12 )

Consequently the length of the cable necessary between the two high pillars is
200.152 m
After this calculation, the same procedure will be used for the short part between
the station and the previous pillars:
(

)
{

{

(

)
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The catenary equation of this case is:

(

( 15 )

)

The cable length is calculated as:

[ ]

∫ √
(

(

)

(

)

( 16 )
)

∫

(

{

(

)

(

)

∫
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3.2. The structure

Figure 6. Structure by CYPE CAD.

Figure 7. Structure by SolidWorks.

After calculating the catenary, knowledge of the tension on the pillars the banks
of the river is very important. The first idea was to have the cable linked to an
axle with a rotating disc, but after consideration, a simple axle would not be
enough to support the cable. The solution was to create a structure to absorb the
tensions and transmit them to the ground.
The structure should be as simple as possible, and should respect the other
moving parts of the project.
The concept that was chosen is a structure, around the axle with multiple floors,
each floor housing one axle bearing.
To design the floors we used the program AutoCAD which provides an easy way
to draw and revise the profiles.
Once the distribution of the profiles was designed, we could design the different
floors and choose the material and profiles to construct the structure.
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Figure 8. Distribution of the profiles

This step is very important and one of the most difficult because it is necessary
to take care of many considerations.
To make the calculus easier it was used the modeling program CYPE CAD. In
this program the floors are introduced and joined with the pillars. Then we
introduce the loads on the structure and choose the profiles that will be used.
This decision could be difficult because not all the profiles have the same
behavior and not all provide equally good support.
For example, it is difficult to work with IPE profiles because they work very well
in one direction but in the other they have many problems, and usually need
stiffeners to increase their resistance. For this reason the easiest option is to
choose square profiles because they are symmetrical and function equally in all
directions. Another reason to choose square profiles is because it is easier to cut
them creating angles for their posterior union.
In the case of square profiles when is the moment to create a union on angle, it
is necessary to hold the profile with the help of one clamp and cut it with a saw.
Knowing all these specifications the decision was to create the floors with profiles
Square 40.4 that means that the profile is a square with 40 mm of side and 4
mm of thickness.
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Figure 9. Profile 40.4.

Figure 10. Profiles on the floors
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When the profiles in the floors were decided the next step was to decide the
profiles between floors, in this case will be necessary to types of profiles.

Figure 11. Distribution of the profil·les between floors

For the pillars will be used profiles 60.5 that means a profile with 60 mm of side
and 5 mm of thickness, for the diagonal profiles that support on the direction of
the cable will be used profiles Square 40.4 that means that the profile is a
square with 40 mm of side and 4 mm of thickness, and finally for the diagonals
profiles that hold the structure in the perpendicular direction of the cable will be
used squares 55.3 that means that the profile is a square with 55 mm of side
and 3 mm of thickness.
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Figure 12. Profile 60.5

Figure 13. Profile 55.3
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Figure 14. Sideway

Figure 15. . Elevation view
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3.2.1.

The characteristic of the bars.

Here there are the commercial tables of profiles, in the following tables can be
found the profiles that have been used in the structure and their characteristic to
calculate the tensions below.

Figure 16. Characteristics of the bars

3.2.2.

The determination of the actions.

An action is everything that creates a tensional variation or a deformation in a
solid.
There are different types of actions, but the most important are the constant
loads, and the overloads or variable loads.
Inside the constant loads there are:
Structure’s own weight
Permanent loads
Weight and load of the ground
Thermal actions
Foundations
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Inside the overloads there are:
Use overload
Wind actions
Snow actions
Seismic actions
In the program CYPECAD a single charge of each type will be calculated. The own
weight for constant loads and use overload for overloads.
Using the instruction EM-62 and the rule MV-103 can be deduced the
characteristic loads with the following judgment:
The own weight: It can be calculated by multiplying 1.03 by the real weight of
the structure. There will be necessary know that the specific weight of the steel
is 7850 kg/m3.
Variable actions: The characteristic values of that loads are those given by the
rules in force in each country.
The characteristic load values that can be caused by impact will be multiplied by
a coefficient:
1.25 for loads caused by lifts, service lifts, bridges and cranes.


The own weight

First of all will be calculated the use overloads by CypeCAD. The use overloads
are introduced in the Cype’s floors and it is verified that the profiles and steps
accomplish with the specifications.
After that the use overloads are retired of the profiles and only will remain the
own weight of the profiles that have been chosen previously.
When that is done it is calculated the reactions on the supports, adding all this
results can be obtained the own weight of the structure.

Table 2. Structure own weight.
Support

Weight(t) Weight(kN)

1

0,276

2,70756

2

0,299

2,93319

3

0,302

2,96262

4

0,279

2,73699
11,34036

As can be seen the own weight of the structure is 11,340 kN, but is it necessary
to apply a partial coefficient of security.
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As appear on the CTE DB SE (“CodigoTécnico de la Edificación, DocumentoBásico
de la seguridadEstructura”), in the 4 section,the partial coefficient of security for
permanent actions on the own weight is 1,35.
Can be calculated the design weight of the floor as:
( 18 )

In the following images can be seen the reactions that have been obtained in the
simulation program CypeCAD:

Figure 17. Reactions in the structure



Use overloads

To calculate the use overloads there will be the consideration that over the
structure will be a distributed load of 200 kg/m2, that is the same to say that will
be 1,96 kN/m2.
Following the CTE DB SE of partial coefficients of security, it has taken a security
coefficient of 1.25.
Because of that the design load is:
( 19 )
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To simplify the calculus it has been separated the bars by their areas.

Figure 18. Bars separated by colors depending on their area

Each color is associated with one different area:
Table 3. Overload per bar

color
red

area

length

125299,2 777,818

area
(m2)

length
(m)

qk(kN/m2)

Qm(kN/m2)

Qd(kN/m2)

0,125

0,778

1,96

0,316

0,631

cyan

44300

550,000

0,044

0,550

1,96

0,158

0,316

yellow

88600

550,000

0,089

0,550

1,96

0,316

0,631

blue

91126,9

565,685

0,091

0,566

1,96

0,316

0,631

brown

64436,5

400,000

0,064

0,400

1,96

0,316

0,631

green

35836,2

300,000

0,036

0,300

1,96

0,234

0,468
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To calculate the load over every bar has been used the envelope method, this
method consist on calculate the area between the bars and with that calculate a
load. It is a good approximation to transform to variable loads to distributed
ones.
If you have a triangle:
( 20 )

( 21 )

( 22 )

Figure 19. calculus of the areas

When the areas are calculated, can be obtained the average load of each bar
using the following formula:

( 23 )
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( 24 )

( 25 )

Figure 20. Calculus of the loads

3.2.3.

Checking of the screw unions.

The next challenge was think in the way the structure will be constructed in the
future for design it properly. One of the biggest problems is the union between
the different profiles.
The first idea was to join all the profiles together with welding, but this is an
unreal method, because it is impossible to have someone on the site doing the
welding while every profile is putting together.
The correct form of doing the structures is working by parts. The first part is in
the workshop where some parts of the structure are holding together by welding,
and later these parts are united in the site by other methods like screws or
rivets.
In this project have been chosen the option of the screws because this type of
unions can be made on adverse weather conditions, there’s need less cost of
quality controls and they have a better reaction against fatigue and fragile break.
The proper chosen of the screws and the measurements of the sheet are very
important to create a secure and economic structure. To do that it is need to
respect some specifications, in this project have been followed the rules that
appear in the C.T.E. (CódigoTécnico de la Edificación)
Each floor will have a square sheet in his corners in order to fix the floor with the
pillars.
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To join these sheets will be used four screws located around the pillar to absorb
the tensions in the best way.
To calculate that there will be used the following verifications:


Shear stress verifications

It is necessary that the requirement stress would be lower or at much the same
as the resistance of the shear stress.
( 26 )

Figure 21. Shear stress
The resistance of the shear stress can be defined as:

( 27 )

Before defining that it is necessary to choose the screw that will be used because
there are many types and each one gives different properties.
The screws are classified by his grade, but in general there are two big groups:
the regular screws and the high resistance screws. In the following table are
represented the main screws and their resistance.

Table 4. Characteristics of screws.
Type

Regular screws

High resistance screws

Grade

4.6

5.6

6.8

8.8

10.9

Fyb(N/mm2)

240

300

480

640

900

Fub(N/mm2)

400

500

600

800

1000
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In this project will be used regular screws because it is thought it is necessary to
hold the unions properly.
It will be used the 5.6 screws with a resistance of Fub=500 N/mm2
The terms of the formula are:
n: Number of screws that are used in the union.
Fub: Last stress of the screw’s steel.
A: Area of the screw
: Security factor
From Cype CAD can be obtained the valor of the requirement stress and with
that the only unknown valor is the area, and with this valor the dimension of the
diameter of the screw can be obtained.
In Cype there are resistant values in Z axis and in Y axis.
Resistantz= 3,946 t
Resistanty= 4,932 t
= 61962,82 N
Then the area is:
( 28 )

And the diameter of the screw necessary to hold the union is:

√

( 29 )
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Shear stress verifications

The solicitation would be lower than the traction resistance of the screw.

Figure 22. Traction stress

( 30 )

As in the previous case the screw that will be use is the regular screw with grade
5.6 and because of that the last stress is:
Fub=500 N/mm2
The security factor will be:
1.25
And from Cype CAD the value of the

can be obtained:
( 31 )

With those values can be calculate the area of the screw necessary to support
the effort.
And with that the diameter of the screw:
This value of diameter is bigger than the previous verification and how is more
restrictive will be the diameter used in the following verifications.
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Shear stress verifications

Figure 23. Squashing stress

The solicitation would be lower than the squashing resistance of the sheet with
the screw or vice versa,
.
This resistance can be calculated as:
( 32 )

Where:
Is the number of screws in the union.
( 33 )
{

}

( 34 )

Diameter of the screw
Thickness of the sheet
. Security coefficient for unions of structural steel
( 35 )
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Figure 24. Screw and shear



Penetration verifications

The condition that must be achieved is that the solicitation should be lower than
the penetration resistance of the sheet by the action of the screw.

Figure 25. Penetration stress
But this verification is only necessary if the thickness of the sheet is bigger than:
( 36 )

As can be seen this thickness is much bigger than the thickness of the sheet that
will be used in the structure, then the verification is not necessary.
At the end with these verifications can be determined the dimensions of the
sheet and the screws that will hold the structure.
The sheet will be a rectangle of 242 mm by 149 mm, with a thickness of 4 mm.
To join these sheets will be used four screws M24 which mean that the nominal
diameter of the pin is 24 mm.
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3.2.4. Welding
Firstly, the knowledge of the type of weld is needed to start with the procedure
of verification of all the solicitation and resistance.
The two principal weld types are: the lap joint and the lap with an angle. This
case obeys the laws of the second one. The angles of the unions they have to be
60º<α<120º, this conditions are achieved, given that, the different angles are
α=45º and α=90º.

Figure 26. Welding types

Once the union is classifying, the next values are look over:


The welding seams have to be extended enclosing the corners, achieving a
constant thickness of welding seams throat and a length two times longer
than the thickness said before.



The effective length, of a welding seam in angle, is going to be the total
length if the nominal throat thickness is hold. Anyway, the seams shorter
than 40mm or 6 time the throat thickness.



The welding seams in angle can be continuous and discontinuous. In this
case the welding union are continuous.



More than one welding seam is needed to support and transmit the
traction effort perpendicular to the longitudinal welding seam.

Furthermore, the laminar tear is going to be avoid at maximum. The following
premises are followed with this objective


The types of unions, where the principal direction of the traction
tension is transverse to the direction of the lamination of the sheets
whose are going to be joining (strength in the thickness direction),
have to be avoid as much as possible.



When this kind of unions is inevitable, ways to minimize possible tears
are followed.

Some calculations of the welding with angle
The welding seam in angle resistance is enough, when the vector sum of all the
transmitted forces across the seam per length (Fw,Ed), does not surpass the
calculate value (Fw,Rd) without giving attention to the orientation of the seam.
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The verification is done with the next expression
( 37 )

Where
⁄√

Tangential tension calculated supported by the welding in any

direction
break tension of the sheet of less resistance
correlation coefficient

Figure 27. Interrelationship coefficient

The throat thicknesses measured, as the highest height of the triangle formed
measured perpendicularly from the exterior part. Any triangle inscribed between
the surface of the pieces which are joined and the exterior surface the welding
process can be counted. It is also important to take attention in the next
limitation:


The throat thickness seam in angle has to be bigger than 3m

Figure 28. Throat thickness

Finally, the forces per length are going to be separated, supposing that an
informal distribution of the tension is applied. Welding in angle it will be enough
if the next formulas approve that the unions support the tensions
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⁄√

( 38 )

( 39 )

With this information it has been started to work. It has been choose the higher
floor, because with a simple representation of the displacement of the nodes it
was clearly enough to define the predominance of forces

Figure 29. Deformation graphic

After that the load of every node it has been measured with the Cype 3D in the
next table the representative values are exposed in the axles x and y.
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Table 5. Characteristics of screws.
N76 (t)

N33 (t)

N90 (t)

N75 (t)

N88 (t)

N128 (t)

N86 (t)

x

0,677

0,184

0,069

0,701

0,047

0,025

0,204

y

0,005

0,023

0,012

0,008

0,012

0,035

0,287

N73 (t)

N94 (t)

N132 (t)

N85 (t) N132 (t) N95 (t) N130 (t)
x

0,064

0,029

0,217

0,239

0,806

0,214

0,108

y

0,011

0,018

0,031

0,056

0,03

0,022

0,034

N81 (t)

N96 (t)

N74 (t)

N89 (t)

N83 (t)

N77 (t)

N80 (t)

N87 (t)

x

0,074

0,093

0,475

0,185

0,293

0,258

0,1

0,077

y

0

0,02

0,015

0,02

1,633

1,064

0,309

0,266

The vectorial load is calculated so that the predominance node is detected

This force has been divided by the length of the soldering and it is 40mm
because of the space of the bar that the number said before.
( 40 )

⁄√

⁄

⁄√

⁄

⁄
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Figure 30. Throat thickness

3.2.5.

Bending verification.

Bending is a phenomenom that apperas when a thin bar is over compression
stenghts. In this project will be studied the bending that appear on the pillars
due to the compression of the overloads.
To do the verification will be used the software Maple.
Following the CTE DB SE-A in the section 6.3.2 where talks about compression,
the bending capacity of the pillars can be calculated as:
( 41 )

Where:
Maximum axial effort that the bar could resist.
Bending reduction coefficient.
Efficient area of the section.
Design resistance of the steel
( 42 )

According to the CTE this coeficient is 1,05
According to CTE DB SE-A on its section 6.3.2.1 another parameter that is very
important for the bending verification is the reduced slimness, this parameter
can be express as the relation between the plastic resistance and the critic
bending compression:
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̅

√

( 43 )

Where the critic bending compression is:
(

( 44 )

)

Where:
Young unit.
Inertial moment.
Bending length of the bar.
According to CTE DB SE-A on its section 6.3.2.1, in strength bars with continuous
section the coefficient of bending reduction can be calculate as:

√

[

( ̅

( 45 )
̅

)

̅

]

( 46 )

Where:
Coefficient of elastic imperfection, this coefficient takes its value depend on
the table 6.3 and the bending curve.
According to CTE DB SE-A on its section 6.3.2.5 the pillars of the bending length
of a building pillar that is hold stiffly to all the pieces of the portic can be
obtained as:
( 47 )
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Where:
Coefficient of bending length
( 48 )

√

The third article defines the distributions coefficients as:
( 49 )

Where:
Rigid coefficient, EI/L, of the studied zone of the pillar.
Rigid coefficient of the next zone of the pillar in the node i.
Efficient rigid coefficient in the node I and the position j.
If the zones of study have different value of β will always be chosen this that
contributes with more security.
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Figure 31. Bending coeficients according with the cross section

Figure 32. Bending coefficient
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In the project has been verified the bending in every floor to verify that the
structure will support the efforts.
With CYPE has been calculated the spins and the moments that suffers the
pillars, and these are the results for the most unfavorable pillar of each floor.
In the following images can be seen the spins of each floor:

Figure 33. Spins first floor

Figure 34. Spins second floor
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Figure 35. Spins third floor

Figure 36. Spins fourth floor
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In the following images can be seen the moments that suffer the most loaded
beam of each floor.

Figure 37. Moment first floor

Figure 38. Moment second floor
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Figure 39. Moment third floor

Figure 40. Moment fourth floor
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Using the Maple program, it is need to introduce the following parameters:
The first parameters that are necessary in the program are the spins that suffer
the nodes of the pillars; these values are obtained from the designing program
CYPE CAD.
The second parameter that is needed for the calculation in Maple is the bending
moment that appears on each node of the pillar; as in the previous case these
parameters are found in CYPE CAD.
The third parameter that is entered in the program is the inertial moment that
can be obtained from profile tables.
The fourth parameter that is necessary is the resilient modulus of the steel.
The last Parameter that takes part in the calculus is the length of the pillar.
In the following images can be seen all these parameters of each floor.

Figure 41. Parameters floor 1

Figure 43. Bending coefficient
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After introducing all these parameters the mathematic program gives as a result
the bending parameter and the bending length of the pillar.
In the following images can be seen the results of the different floors.

Figure 45. Bending coefficient

Figure 46. Bending coefficient

Figure 47. Bending coefficient

Figure 48. Bending coefficient

With these results and using the formula xxx can be calculated the bending
length.
For the determination of the bending coefficient it is necessary the table 12,
because the values obtained by maple aren’t enters numbers it is necessary to
interpolate.
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In the following table there is a summary of the interpolations and the values of
imperfection coefficient obtained per each plane.
First floor
χ

Imperfection
coefficient

0,8

0,66

0,6444

0,826

x

0,9

0,6

βxz

χ

Imperfection
coefficient

0,6

0,79

0,7452

0,664

x

0,7

0,72

Second floor βxz

Third floor

Fourth floor

χ

Imperfection
coefficient

0,6

0,79

0,733

0,681

x

0,7

0,72

βxz

χ

Imperfection
coefficient

0,7

0,72

0,7194

0,701

x

0,8

0,66

βxz

To verify if the pillars support the bendings efforts it is necessary to calculate the
Von Mises tension of each floor and compare it with the admissible tension that is
defined by the material of the pillar.
( 50 )

√(

)

(

)

(
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( 52 )

√

( 53 )

To calculate this only is necessary to calculate the most unfavorable pillar of each
floor, and from the CYPE CAD and from a properties table of the profile all these
values can be obtained.

In the following tables there is a summary of the calculus:
Table 6. Characteristics of profile.
Area(cm^2) Wy(cm^3) Wz(cm^3) Ay(cm^2) Az(cm^2) Wx(cm^3)
11

16,2

16,2

6

5

1

11

16,2

16,2

6

5

1

11

16,2

16,2

6

5

1

11

16,2

16,2

6

5

1

Table 7. Bending coefficients.
Floor

βxz

L(m)

χ

Lp (m)

1

0,826

1,250

0,644

1,032

2

0,664

1,250

0,745

0,830

3

0,681

1,640

0,733

1,117

4

0,701

0,860

0,719

0,603

Table 8. Efforts on the profile.
N (t)

N (kN)

Ncr (t)

1

2,017

19,787

2

5,488

3

8,323

4

Floor

Ncr
(kN)

Ty (kN)

tz(t)

Tz (kN)

29,368 288,100 0,369

3,620

0,385

3,777

53,837

29,368 288,100 0,089

0,873

0,091

0,893

81,649

29,368 288,100 0,182

1,785

0,187

1,834

10,877 106,703 29,368 288,100 0,101

0,991

0,111

1,089
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Table 9. Efforts on the profile.

Floor

My
(t·m)

My
(kN·m)

Mz
(t·m)

Mz
(kN·m)

Mx(t·m)

Mx
(kN·m)

1

0,185

1,815

0,178

1,746

0,001

0,010

2

0,083

0,814

0,08

0,785

0,000

0,000

3

0,119

1,167

0,117

1,148

0,000

0,000

4

0,074

0,726

0,08

0,785

0,002

0,020

Table 10. Tensions of the pillars.

Floor
1
2
3
4

σ (Mpa)
247,731
164,383
244,174
228,094

τ (Mpa)
13,773
2,303
4,724
19,809

σVM
(Mpa)
248,877
164,432
244,312
230,661

σ ADM
(Mpa)
261,905
261,905
261,905
261,905

As can be seen in the results any of the bending efforts in each floor overcome
the admissible tension, and then the structure supports all the verifications and
will be essential for the project.

3.2.6. Foundation
When a structure is designed is important to take care of the unions and
selecting the profiles, but it is also very important decide the place where the
structure will be based and their properties.
Knowing that, it is important to have a look on the different types of grounds and
their properties for construction.
Next there is a short summary of the main grounds and their specifications.
Grain size of the ground:
The ground can be classified by the size of their grains, the different types of
sizes has different nouns that make easier to distinguish them.
But this science as many others in geology, isn’t exactly, and there are many
different classifications depend on the place of the world where is worked.
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The most important classifications around the world are:


M.I.T and British rules.
Table 11. Tensions of the pillars.

Clay

Slit

Sand

Fine
0.002

Medium

0.006



Depth

0.02

Loose stone

Fine

0.06

Medium

0.2

Depth

0.6

2

DIN
Table 12. Tensions of the pillars.

Clay

Slit

Sand

Fine
0.002

Medium

0.006



0.02

Depth

Fine

0.06

Loose stone
Medium

0.2

Depth

0.6

2

Fine

Stone

Medium

6

Depth

20

60

U.S. Public Roads Administration and A.S.T.M
Table 13. Tensions of the pillars.

Clay

Slit

Sand

Loose stone

Fine
0.005

0.05

Depth
0.25

2

These are the chief classifications used by the engineers, but all of them are a bit
different and the classifications are a bit arbitrary because it is very difficult to
separate clearly the elements of a continuous series.
Would be very useful if all the engineers used the same system, one that divide
the different grounds with important changes of the ground properties and that
the different fractions could be recognized at the first sight or with simple field
tests.
Glossop and Skempton, two geologist of the middle twenty century, show that
the best classification is this one made by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (M.I.T). Below it is shown the properties used to differentiate the
limits of the grounds.
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Differences between loose stones and sands.

Loose stones (>2mm)
The grains don’t become compacted even if they are wet because of the small
capillary tensions. When the hydraulic gradient is over 1, between the grains
there is turbulent flow.
Sands (between 0,06 and 2 mm)
The grains become compacted because of the important capillary tensions.
Between the grains is very difficult that appear turbulent flow even if the
hydraulic gradient is more than one. The compress air is very properly to drill the
grains.


Differences between slit and sand:

Sands (between 0,06 and 2 mm)
The grains can be seen at the first sight; the dry grounds have a bit connection
but can be separated easily into the fingers.
Can be easily erode by the wind, and the base of the constructions made over
them used to be finish at the end of the construction.
Silt (between 0,002 and 0,06 mm)
The particles are invisibles; they used to be a bit plastic. The dry clods have a
significant connection but can be reduce to dust with the fingers. It is almost
drain with pumping.


Differences between slit and clay:

Slit (between 0,002 and 0,06 mm)
They don’t usually have colloidal properties, they have a rough touch and
become dry very quickly and don’t paste to the fingers.
The dry clods have a significant connection but can be reduce to dust with the
fingers.
Clay (<0,002 mm)
They usually have colloidal properties, they have a soft touch and become dry
very slowly while they paste to the fingers. The dry clods can be broken but can’t
be reduce to dust with the fingers.
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Of course it is not only the size of the grains that affect and mark the behavior of
the ground. There are other important parameters that are also very important
like for example the compactness, the shape of the grains and the arrangement
of the grains. Also is very important the mineralogical composition especially in
clays.

3.2.7. Deep Foundation
With the characteristics of the grounds explained before, different studies can be
made in the emplacement where the project is thought and after that would be
easier to decide option is the best one to fix the structure and make it safe and
practical.
After knowing the different studies that have been necessary for the
determination of the ground, there has taken a supposition that in this project
the ground next to the river, where it is thought to be constructed the cable car,
it is composed majoritarian by clays.
This is supposed because the ground next to the river will contain a high
percentage of water and the superficial level of the ground probably won’t be
very resistant or very compressible.
In this situation it is necessary to hold the loads in dipper levels of the ground;
this is possible with the cementation called deep foundation or pilots.
A pilot is basically a type of foundation where the length is much bigger than the
other dimensions. A foundation is considered as a pilot when the total length is
at least eight times the width.
There are a huge range of pilots and stiles of how work with them, but in this
project will be a small explanation of the generalities of this important part of the
foundations.
There are two big groups of pilots: prefabricated pilots and excavated pilots and
concreting in situ.
The first type are strength pieces of wood, cement or steel that are sank into the
ground by knocking them or vibration until the proper depth. These kinds of
pilots are also called displacement pilots, because they displace land while they
break through the ground.
The excavated and concreting in situ pilots are constructed by the excavation of
a hole of the proper diameter and length. Into this hole is introduced the steel
reinforcement and later the hole is filled with concrete. This foundation is also
called substitution pilots, because it is necessary to take out the land before can
be constructed the pilot.
In this project it is thought the use of prefabricated pilots because the process
will be easier and it is enough with this type of foundation for holding the
structure and the cable car.
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Figure 49. Loads in a pillar

This project works with the hypothesis that the foundation it is done with one
pilot for each pillar. This is not the most frequent solution for doing a foundation,
but it is the easiest way of making an explanation of a foundation.
When the pilot got a load it transmit this load to the ground, and depend on how
it transmit the load can be distinguish two different pilots.
If the load or almost all the load it is transmitted to the tip of the pilot it is called
column pilot, this is the case for example of a pilot that cross a very soft
ground and his tip arrive to a hard ground that will hold everything.
The other case is when the load it is dissipate in the ground by its friction with
the shaft it is called floating pilot. In these pilots the load that it is transmitted by
the tip is very small compared with the load that is transmitted by the shaft. It is
very common in the foundations in homogeneous loads.
As can be seen in the image the pilot creates a plastic zone under the pilot, but
this zone goes up and covers a part of the pilot too. It is thought that the pilot
should have a length of 4 times the diameter, in the case of clays, to move
completely the load by tip. This zone is called superior active zone.
The plastic zone under the tip has a dimension of 1,5 times the diameter and it is
called lower active zone.
Also it is needed that there are a zone under the plastic zone with a higher
resistance and a dimension at least of two diameters of the pilot. This zone is
called security zone.
When over the pilot there is a load that increase progressively with the time,
appear a lay down under the pilot. The relation load-lay down is almost lineal
until a moment that it begins to become a curve and even the load doesn’t
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increase more the lay down continues increasing. In this moment it is said that
the pilot has arrived at his subsidence load.
Now is the moment to define the admissible load of a pilot. Can be calculated
dividing the sinking load, Qh, by a proper security coefficient. It is very normal to
apply a different coefficient for the tip and for the shaft, because then ground
suffers a different movement in these different parts. Because of that is normal
to apply a security coefficient between 3 and 4 for the tip and one between 1,5
and 2 for the shaft.
Knowing this the admissible load is:

( 54 )

As can be seen to determinate the admissible load of the pilot it is necessary to
know the sinking load. Next there is an explanation that tries to explain as good
as is possible the way to calculate the sinking loads and its difference between
the tip and the shaft.
Sinking load by tip:
This load can be calculated multiplying the area of the transversal section by the
unit tension in the base of the pilot.
The unit tension is:

( 55 )

,

,

are load capacity factors that depend on the friction rubbing angle.

Effective load cohesion
Effective vertical tension caused by the over load of the ground at the tip
level.
Diameter of the pilot
Specific weight of the ground.
This expression is very similar to the sinking pressure of the superficial
foundations, but in the case of pilots the third term is smaller than the other two
and can be disregarded.
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Sinking load by shaft:
Along the shaft of a pilot the load make a horizontal pressure
with the depth.

, that change

The expression of the tangential tension, qf, that overcome the resistance of the
shaft of the pilot is:
( 56 )

The horizontal effective load
Rubbing angle between the load and pilot.
Adhesion between the ground and the pilot
As can be seen the tension is formed by two components, the rubbing between
the grounds and the pilot and the adhesion between them.
The previous explanations show some theoretical consideration for the pilot’s
calculus, but there are some semi empirical procedures that are very common to
select the foundations. It is very important the N.T.E. ( NormasTecnológicas de
la Edificación) and a specific part dedicate to the prefabricated pilots, N.T.E. CCP.
In this method the information it is taken from a table and it gives the resistance
of tip and shaft for a large variety of diameters.
It is very common working with a group of pilots for one structure, but a group
of pilots it is not the same as the direct multiply of the admissible loads of all the
pilots by separate.
To obtain the sinking load of the group it is necessary to multiply the individual
sinking load of the individual pilot by the number of pilots and also by an
efficiency factor (E).
( 57 )
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3.3. The Mechanism
After the structure and the loads that support are defined, it is the moment to go
dipper into the project and describe the different elements that will take part of
the project and how they will transport the movement making possible the
running of the project.
As was explained before the cable arrives at a disc that is hold by the structure,
and the disc is powered by an axle. Actually, the power that the mill obtains of
the river’s water go throw a combination of axles, gears, timing belts and
bearings until the disc that moves the cable and therefore the cabin with the
passengers.
The design of the moving parts is different from the design of the structure,
because besides the loads and the punctual efforts is very important the
continuous movement of the mechanism and the over efforts that this fact
create.
One of the biggest problems that appear with the movement is the fatigue, which
is the broken of an element because of variable charges, even when these efforts
are below the admissible tension of the material.
In this section of the project will be explained all this elements and the
consideration that have been taken when they are chosen.
The first element that will be explained is the timing belt, that even it wasn’t the
first idea, at the end was a good solution for the project.

3.3.1. The timing belt
This element will be used between the axle that moves the disc of the cable and
the previous vertical axle.
These two axles should respect a strict and special relation of movement in order
to permit the change the speed of the cabin between the cable and the station.
The first axle is responsible for pull the cabin by the cable between one side to
the other of the river. This axel will turn in a specific rotational speed giving a
velocity to the cable and to the cabin.
The second axle is a parallel axel that is responsible for push by a lever the cabin
in the station that allows reducing the speed there.
For this reason both axles must have and integer relation, to occurs the
exchange between the cable and the lever.
With all this information the selection of the timing belt can be done with any
problem.
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A Timing belt, timing chain or cam belt is needed to transmit, with a rotational
movement, power between, usually, parallels axles. As a result of the
transmission relation the velocity has a determined variety.
In one regular timing belt the transmission relation doesn’t keep a constant value
because of the slipping of the timing belt with the disc or pulley. But the slipping
depends on the working conditions, because of that, the speed and the power
that transmit these elements are not always the same exact number.
The three main types of timing belts are:


Flat belts: Are built of a continuous strip, which transversal section
is rectangular, usually made of leather or knitting cotton with nylon
layers recovered by a plastic.



The V-Belts are the more used belts for this type of transmission
because they are built of rubber with elements resistant to traction
and because they have more contact area between the timing belt
and the pulley, which means that the slipping is lower than in the
flat belts.



Toothed belt: This kind of belts have tooth as the gears, it is
especially useful when elevated powers are transmitted. Toothed
pulleys secure a constant relation of transmission by virtue of a risk
decrease of slipping pulley-belt. Furthermore, the design of a
dentate contour in the belt make possible a higher longitudinal
flexibility, therefore it is easier to conform in smaller pulley
diameters.

The different elements in a toothed belt are:
a. The nucleus
b. The reinforcement synthetic material
c. The re-covering of the belt

Figure 50. Elements of the belt

a. The nucleus of this kind of belt is composed of a rubber with high
performances reinforced with synthetic materials order in the correct way
to proportionate a high transversal rigidity. The major part of the power is
absorbed by the toots for this reason it has to be the most rigid part.
Also is important to know that there are two types of profile: trapezoidal
and curved. In this project the curved profiles will be used because of the
better distribution of the forces in the belt.
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b. The reinforcement synthetic material are mostly fiberglass with a high
tenacity and an elevated dimensional stability, therefore avoids the
longitudinal deformation of the belt
c. The textile re-covering proportionate a protection of the exteriors
damaging agents

Figure 51. Characteristic of the toothed belt

In the following table can be selected the type of timing belt with the power and
the angular velocity in the transmission.

Figure 52. Profiles of belts

The characteristic of the timing belt selected are shown in the next table:

Figure 53. Types of belts
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And also many recommendations for the optimum work of the belt are:

Figure 54. Recomendations of use

The values obtained for the belt that will be used in the project are:
Table 14. The timming belt
Step belt

14

Dpitch2 (mm)

249,442

i

4,681

Dpitch1 (mm)

1167,561

Modulus

4,456

Z2

56

Z1

262

distance between
(m)

axles
1,61

beta angle

2,853

Zc (tooth in contact)

0,444

After having the timing belt the next step and very important part are the axles
that are designed in the next section.
After all this verifications can be decided a proper diameter for the axles, one
that being as little as is possible, support the efforts and have a long life. This
last characteristic is essential because are big elements that need preparation for
been made and installed, and due to the location is very difficult to replace it.
It is clear that one axle will be more reqested than others but was decided that in
the project the idea was to estandarize the dimentions, because it is easier to
produce it and also following the same process of transport and instalation.
Because of the huge disstances that take part of the mechanism it is necessary
to divide the mechanism in parts, if not would be unfeasible bring the pieces until
the emplacemant, and besides, the dimentions to support the efforts that appear
with these dimentions would be unestable.
Keeping in mind the fact that the mechanism should be separated in parts
another elements became even more important, the elements that connect and
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transmit the moment. In the mechanism of the project will be used gears and
timing belts.
The gears are complex elements that transmit rotational movement by the
contaact betweeen their thoot, they can transport the rotational movement in
the same axis or transform it to a diferent axis. In the next section there is a
dipper description of these elements.

3.3.2. The plier
Between the stations the cable car moves at a constant rate of 6m/s. At this
velocity, the clients would not be able to get out or get in easily. Therefore a
plier is needed to reduce this velocity when the cable car arrives to one station.
The majority of the cable cars’ designs consulted during the project have an
electrical system for clutching and declutching the pliers; using solenoids or
informatics’ programs. However, this system is not applicable to the cable car of
this project, as it cannot use electricity. The cable car transforms the energy
form the strength of current’s river into mechanical energy, without transforming
it into electrical energy. As a consequence, the plies need to change the state
(clutch and declutch) by contact. A Lego’s mockup has been the inspiration to
construct the system of clutching and declutching by contact.
The plier is situated above the cabin. There is a spring that causes a constant
strength to make the plier stand closed. When the cable car arrives at the
station’s ramp, the plier contacts with this ramp. That contact makes the plier to
be opened for a short period meanwhile the cable car is taken down from the
principal rope. Then, the cable continues moving slowly until the plier is clutched
to acquire the 6m/s.
When the cable car is not hanged to the cable it is the stick that helps it to keep
moving at a lower velocity (2 m/s). This lower velocity allows the clients to get in
or get out without difficulties.
Afterwards, when the cable return to the ramp’s station where the cable car is,
the plier is opened and the cable car holds again to this cable. Next, the cable car
is ready to departure.
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3.3.3. The axles
In the following chapter it is going to be explained how the different
characteristics of the axles are determined.
First, the material that is used is the 34CrMo4 it has been chosen because the
great properties of durability in a corrosive atmosphere. The others properties
are also beneficial like the ultimate tensile strength (
), the yield
strength (
) and the Hardness (
). Straightaway, one per
one the different axles are going to be calculated from the axle which moves the
rope until the cable which absorbs the river energy.
Kipping in mine all the factors that take part in the axle the dimensions has been
determined with the next methodology.


First, it has been calculated the forces that it is needed to maintain the
equilibrium of the system



Secondly, the axial diagram, the shear diagram and the moment diagram
is represented



It is searched for the critic section, which depends on the bending
moment, the torsor moment and the axial moment. The influence of every
moment is represented in the next image



After that, it is searched for a carve (entalla) and variation of the diameter
looking for a tension concentrator.



Then, the bending tension
, the
and the
are calculated for the
different options of critic points, with different types I have on mine mind
the points with a cut, with a variation of diameter or points with the
maximum principal effort. Two different points can be compared if they
have the same diameter. Normally, some of these points can be dismissed
before the calculus, as a result of the experience. The formulas used are
the next
( 58 )
⁄

( 59 )
⁄

( 60 )
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The Mohr and after Von Misses are calculated

√(

)

( 62 )

√



( 61 )

The representation of the cycle load that in this case is alternative because
the axles always work like this. Where
( 63 )

is the amplitud and
( 64 )

Is the average:


The influence of the different characteristics of the points in study affect in
the Wöhler diagram. With the next formulas the calculus have been done
(

)

( 65 )

(

)

( 66 )
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Figure 55. Wholer diagram



The next calculation is related to the Soderberg Diagram with a case of
infinite life. With this tool it is possible to interlink the resistance with the
load.

( 67 )

( 68 )
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Figure 56. Soderberg diagram



The objective is to have a FS>1 to have a infinite life of the axle,
knowing that, the diameter is going to be calculated.

Firstly, the axle which transmits the power to the cable is observed. It is
supported by 2 bearing, which are united to the structure calculated previously.
The energy is received by a belt connected to the axle which is going to be
studied after.
Although the structure has 4 floors, finally, it has been determined by the
calculus that only 2 bearings are needed.
As before has been seen the belt used is a M14 with a width of b=2,5mm, with a
height of H=10mm, with a height of tooth of h1=6,1mm and a pitch of p=14mm.
These characteristics bring to the axle a tension force and a torsion force. The
torsion force is the energy which transmits the power with the help of the belt
from one axle to another.
Table 15. Position of every point axle1
point

x(m)

y(m)

z(m)

x

0

5,2

0

a

0

5

0

Fpt

0

4,2

0

d

0

1,25

0
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Table 16. Forces of every point
points

Forces (N)

x

-277437,8

a

292106,2

Fpt

162

d

-14831,2

Table 17. Efforts diagram.
Bending Torsor
Axil
diagram diagram diagram
mz

mz

punto x

5,82E11

2080,78 0

punto a

55487,4 2080,78 0

puntoFpt -43752

2080,78 0

punto d

0

0

0

Figure 57. In the next image the diferent diagrams of the first axle are
represented.

This axle contains a carve but in the following calculus is just shown the most
loaded point.
Once the critical point is known, it has been started with the gauge of the axles.
The diameter has been first gauge approximately according to the general
dimensions and then it has been tried with different values of diameter.
The diameter that has been chosen was D=0,14m

Table 18. The calculus of the critical point

Critical Point
c
3,22E-05

I0

σ(Pa)

τ(Pa)

σ(MPa)

τ(MPa)

6,43E-05

1,38E+08

2,59E+06

137,9858

2,587238
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Table 19. The Wöhler diagram
Wöhler diagram
σf'

525

σfp

317,87

Table 20. Security factor
Security Factor
σms(Mpa)p 10,188
FS

2,273

The second axle gives the power to the last axle and receives it from the third
axle by a conical gear. In the period when the cabin is declutched and has to be
pushed by a stick, which also received the power of them, the power stream
change of direction (when the cabin is clutched to the cable the power is
transmitted via belt and if the cabin is declutched from the cable the power is
transmitted directly to the cabin via contact with the stick)
The calculations are done in the period where the cabin is traveling connected to
the rope

Table 21. Position of every point axle 2
Point

x(m)

y(m)

z(m)

x

0

5,4

0

a

0

4,6

0

Fpt

0

4,2

0

b

0

3,5

0

c

0

1

0

w

-0,125

0,625

0

d

0

0

0
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Table 22. Forces of every point
Forces
Point

x

z

x

4689,848588 0

a

-8899,8575

0

Fpt

-162,00625

0

b

0

-12662,5912

c

0

97079,86576

w

21726,12

84417,27

d

-17354,106

0

Table 23. Efforts diagram.
Torsor
diagram

Bending diagram

Axial
diagram

z

x

z+x

punto x

0,00

0,00

0,00

punto a

3751,87637 3,09228E-11 3751,87637 10552,1593 0

puntoFpt

2067,87281 0

2067,87281 10552,1593 0

punto b

992,537807 0

992,537807 10552,1593 0

punto c

11922,5757 31656,47797 33827,214

punto w

13562,0814 0

13562,0814 10552,1593 0

punto d

0,00

0,00

0,00

10552,1593 0,00

10552,1593 0

0

0,00

This axle contains a carve but in the following calculus is just shown the most
loaded point.
Once the critical point is known, it has been started with the gauge of the axles.
The diameter has been first gauge aproximately acoording to the general
dimensions and then it has been tried with different values of diameter.
The diameter that has been chosen was D=0,14m
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Table 24. The calculus of the critical point
Critical
point
I

I0

3,22E-05 6,43E-05

σ(Pa)

τ(Pa)

σ(MPa)

τ(MPa)

8,41E+0
7

1,31E+0
7

84,121

13,121

Table 25. The Wöhler diagram
Wöhler diagram
σf'

525,00

σfp

317,87

Table 26. Security factor
Security Factor
σms(Mpa)
p

77,36

FS

3,40

The last three axles are to bring the energy of the river to the system. They have
a length of 4,7m; 4,8and 4,8m.The axle 3 has a straight gear, which collects the
power from the axle 4, and a conical gear to bring the power to the rope. The
axle 4 has the function of connect the axle 3 and 5 bringing closer the movement
to the system, the way of connection, are two straight gears at in the extremes.
It has not been chosen an axle of more length, which could cover this distance,
because of two reasons. First the transport of this kind of dimensions of axles is
not easy and the conditions of the highways are not prepared enough to accept
big trailers. The second reason is the moments that with this length are created;
cause a higher diameter of the axle.
The calculation of the third axle

Table 27. Position of every point 3 axle
Point

x(m)

y(m)

z(m)

x

0

0

0,125

a

0,5

0

0

b

1,4167

0

0

c

2,75

0

0

d

3,667

0

0

y

3,875

0,125

0
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Table 28. Forces of every point
Forces (N)
Point

x

y

z

x

0,00

84417,27

-30725,38

a

0

-98318,06 0

b

21726,12 0

-134598,2

c

0

0

188290,06

d

0

35626,905 0

y

21726,12 -21726,12 84417,27
Table 29. Efforts diagram.
Torsor
diagram

Bending diagram

Axil
diagram

Point

z

y

x

0

0

a

42208,64 15362,6876

b

29466,25 43527,61487 52563,42 10552,15932 0

c

10931,87 -94969,4339

95596,54 10552,15932 0

d

-1810,51 -17586,9322

17679,88 10552,15932 0

y

0

0

0

0

10552,15932 0

44917,49 10552,15932 0

10552,15932 0

By virtue of having no carve it has been calculated only one option as posible
critical point.
Once the critical point is known, it has been started with the gauge of the axles.
The diameter has been first gauge aproximately acoording to the general
dimensions and then it has been tried with different values of diameter.
The diameter that has been chosen was D=0,14m

Table 30. The calculus of the critical point
Critical point
I

I0

σ(Pa)

τ(Pa)

σ(MPa)

τ(MPa)

3,22E-05

6,43E-05

2,83E+08

1,31E+07

237,729

13,121
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Table 31. The Wöhler diagram
Wöhler diagram
σf'

525,00

σfp

317,87

Table 32. Security factor
Security Factor
σms(Mpa)p

29,24

FS

1,287

The fourth axle
Table 33. Position of every point axle 4
point

x(m)

y(m)

z(m)

x

0

0

-0,125

a

0,5

0

0

b

1,4167

0

0

c

2,75

0

0

d

3,6667

0

0

y

4

0

-0,125

Table 34. Forces of every point
Forces
Points

x(N)

y(N)

z(N)

Point x

0

-84417,27

30725,38

Point a

0

106632,35

0

Point b

0

0

34566,05

Point c

0

0

26884,70

Point d

0

106632,35

0,00

Point y

0

84417,27

30725,38
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Table 35. Efforts diagram.
bending moment

Torsor
diagram

Point

z

y

z

x

0

0

a

-42208,64

44917,49 10552,16 0
15362,68

b

-21844,82

48701,63 10552,16 0
43527,61

c

7775,2753

39185,85 10552,16 0
38406,71

d

28139,092

29944,99 10552,16 0
10241,79

y

0

0

0

Axil
diagram

10552,16 0

0

10552,16 0

By virtue of having no carve it has been calculated only one option as posible
critical point.
Once the critical point is known, it has been started with the gauge of the axles.
The diameter has been first gauge aproximately acoording to the general
dimensions and then it has been tried with different values of diameter.
The diameter that has been chosen was D=0,14m
Table 36. The calculus of the critical point
Critical point
I

I0

σ(Pa)

3,217E-05 6,434E-05 1,21E+08

τ(Pa)

σ(MPa)

τ(MPa)

1,31E+07

121,11

13,12

Table 37. The Wöhler diagram
Wöhler diagram
σf'

525,00

σfp

317,87

Table 38. Security factor
Security Factor
σms(Mpa)p

55,409

FS

2,43
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The last fifth axle:
Table 39. Position of every point axle 5
point

x

y

z

x

0,125

0

-0,125

a

2,468085106 0

0

b

2,86645541

0

y

4

0

0,125

Table 40. Forces of every point
Forces
Point

x (N)

y (N)

z (N)

x

2660,90

8441,73

1536,27

a

0,00

-77690,48
182112,283

b

2660,90

274971,285 109952,13

y

0,00

84417,27

30725,38

Table 41. Efforts diagram.
Bending moment

Torsor
moment

point

y

z

x

x

0

0

a

20104,55556 10552,1593 0
3599,608451 19779,68588

b

95690,74493 101946,2029 10552,1593 0
35161,19479

y

0

0

0

0

Axil
moment

10552,1593 0

10552,1593 0

This axle contains a carve but in the following calculus is just shown the most
loaded point.
Once the critical point is known, it has been started with the gauge of the axles.
The diameter has been first gauge aproximately acoording to the general
dimensions and then it has been tried with different values of diameter.
The diameter that has been chosen was D=0,14m
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Table 42. The calculus of the critical point
Critical point
I

I0

3,217E-05 6,43398E-05

σ(Pa)

τ(Pa)

σ(MPa)

τ(MPa)

2,54E+08

1,31E+07

253,519

13,121

Table 43. The Wöhler diagram
Wöhler diagram
σf'

525

σfp

317,874

Table 44. Security factor
Security Factor
σms(Mpa)p 27,490
FS

1,21

Table 45. Position of every point axle 6
Point

x

y

z

x

1

0

0

a

1,8125

0

0

b

2,125

0

0

y

3

-0,125

Table 46. Forces of every point
Forces
Point

x (N)

x

2660,90

a

0,00

23636,8369 24359,79

b

2660,90

32078,5643 20619,98

y

0,00

8441,73
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y (N)

z (N)
5276,01

-1536,27
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Table 47. Efforts diagram.
Bending moment

Torsor
moment

Axil
moment

point

y

z

x

x

0

0

0

10552,1593 0

a

-4286,81

0

0

10552,1593 0

b

1676,84

7386,51

7574,45

10552,1593 0

y

0

0

0

10552,1593 0

This axle contains a carve but in the following calculus is just shown the most
loaded point.
Once the critical point is known, it has been started with the gauge of the axles.
The diameter has been first gauge aproximately acoording to the general
dimensions and then it has been tried with different values of diameter.
The diameter that has been chosen was D=0,14m
Table 48. The calculus of the critical point
Critical point
I

I0

σ(Pa)

τ(Pa)

σ(MPa)

τ(MPa)

1,89E-05

3,77E-05

2,81E+07

1,96E+07

28,117

19,585

Table 49. The Wöhler diagram
Wöhler diagram
σf'

525

σfp

317,874

Table 50. Security factor
Security Factor
σms(Mpa)p 257,1
FS

7,59
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3.3.4. The gears


Straight-cut gear

This rotating machine is a disc provided by teeth that mesh with another toothed
part to transmit torque. They can change the speed and the torque with their
transmission relation, if one gear is bigger than the other then it is said that a
mechanical advanced is produced.
This type of gears meshes together correctly only if fitted to parallel shafts.
There are some parameters very important to define a straight-cut gear:
The pitch diameter: This diameter is this one that permit calculate the relation
between the gears, is an ideal diameter that is tangent to the both gears in every
moment.
Root diameter: Is the diameter on the base of the teeth and where the tooth of
the other gear has contact.
Outside diameter: Is the diameter that creates the top of the teeth.
Each tooth has a base and a head and between them there is a height.
Addendum, a: Is the radial distance from the pitch surface to the outermost
point of the tooth.

( 69 )

Dedendum, b: Is the radial distance from the depth of the tooth to the pitch
surface.
( 70 )

Whole depth, Ht: Is the radial distance from the root of the tooth to the
outermost point of it.
( 71 )
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The module or modulus, m: Is the ratio of the number of teeth to the pitch
diameter. The modulus is also the condition that allows two gears to mesh
between each other.
( 72 )

The circular pitch, p: Is the distance from one face of a tooth to the
corresponding face of an adjacent tooth on the same gear, measured along the
pitch circle. The circular pitch can be expressed as:
( 73 )

Number of teeth, Z.
The transmission relation, i: Is the advantage that is obtained in the relation of
two gears.
( 74 )

Distance between axles, Da:
( 75 )

In the gears with normal teeth the addendum and the dedendum can be
calculated as:

And in the gears with short teeth these values are calculated as:
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If it have a look on the sideway of the gear some distances can be observed.
Tooth Thickness:
( 76 )

Shaft thickness:
( 77 )

With all these parameters exposed, the proper gear that will be used in the
project can be selected. The main difficult to select the gear is that at the
beginning there wasn’t any parameter known, and for design it, is necessary at
least two parameters to find all the others.
The solution was looking in catalogs for information about the most useful
modulus for the dimensions necessaries and the loads that it has to transmit.
At the end the values of the selected gear are:
Table 51. Overload per bar
Straight-cut gear
Circular pitch

15,708

Number of teeth

50

Modulus

5

Diameter (mm)

250

Distance
(Da)

between

axles
250

Addendum (a)

5

Dedendum (b)

6,250

Tooth thickness (s)

7,461

Shaft thickness (s')

8,247

Whole depth (Ht)

11,250

Load (N)

89834,987

Tangential load (N)

84417,275

Radial load (N)

30725,375

Preassure angle (degree)

20

Preassure angle (radian)

0,349

Torsor(Nm)

10552,1593
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Figure 58. Straight-cut gear



Bevel gear

After choosing the straight-cut gears was the moment to find a bevel gear, this
gears were necessary because the mechanism take the power from the river’s
water and moves a horizontal axle but to move the disc that hold the cable it was
necessary to transform this rotating movement to one movement in the vertical
axle.
A bevel gear is shaped like a right circular cone with most of its tip cut off. When
two bevel gears mesh, their imaginary vertices must occupy the same point.
Their shaft axes also intersect at this point, forming an arbitrary non-straight
angle between the shafts. The angle between the shafts can be anything except
zero or 180 degrees. Bevel gears with equal numbers of teeth and shaft axes at
90 degrees are called mitre gears. This is the gear that will be used in the project
because the intention wasn’t having a mechanical advance, just a change in the
direction of the movement.
The election of the mitre gear was more difficult than the straight-cut gear
because there wasn’t a proper gear into the catalogs for the necessities of the
project. Because of that it was designed a new one completely new taking care of
the dimensions necessaries for the axles and the efforts that it should support.
When the gear was designed for the first time there were many problems
because the calculated diameter was bigger than the gear and should be
changed. When the dimensions of the gear change, of course also change the
loads on the gear and the moments that they create; because of that the design
was a continuous redesign until the last moment.
The determination of the fundamental measurements is:
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The pitch radio is calculated like in all the gears:
( 78 )

The outside radio is:
( 79 )

Where
( 80 )

As a result
( 81 )

Taking into account that the situation is a common case, with normal teeth, the
results are:
( 82 )
(

)

The dedendum radio is
( 83 )

Where:

( 84 )
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After that:
( 85 )

Counting the situation of a common case, the normal dentition, then result is:
( 86 )
*

+

where j= 0,1 to 0,3 normally 0,25 is taken as a value
The generatrix of the primitive cone
( 87 )

With the generatrix is possible to determine the angles
and they are going to
be added and subtracted to arrive to the abbendum and dedendum
( )

(

)

(

( 88 )

)

( 89 )
(

)

(

)

(

)

The semi angle of the abbendum
( 90 )
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The semi angle of the dedendum
( 91 )

It is recommended to take this relation
( 92 )

The forces are distributed in the next directions
Axial forces go at the same direction like the axle
( 93 )

Radial force in the direction to the center of the gear
( 94 )

And the tangential force
( 95 )
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In the next image is represented the motor gear

Figure 59. Bevel gear

The values of the bebels gears used are:
Table 52. Bevel gear 45º
angle (rad)

0,785

M

5

Dp(mm)

250

Z

50

paso

15,708

R_outsider

128,536

r_root

120,581

G(mm)

176,777

b=G/3

58,926

a_root

0,035

a_outsider

0,028

hr

6,25

ho

5

ar

4,4194

ao

3,5355
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Table 53. Bevel gear 60º
angle (rad)

1,047

M

5

Dp(mm)

250

Z

50

paso

15,708

R_outsider

127,500

r_root

121,875

G(mm)

144,338

b=G/3

48,113

a_root

0,043

a_outsider

0,035

hr

6,25

ho

5

ar

3,125

ao

2,500
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CHAPTER 4:
THE ENERGY

All the calculus of the mechanism has been done, in this point the loads,
moments, inertias and dimensions have been decided.
In a regular machine the correct way off design it is calculate all the energy
necessary to make it works from the end of the machine and going back until the
beginning, the engine or the origin of the energy source. Doing this can be
known the energy necessary and decided the engine that will be used.
In this project has been used this methodology and because of that the first part
of the project was calculate the energy necessary in the cable to move the cabin,
and later doing the path back through the axles until the mill.
But here appears the main difference between the machine of this project and
the regular ones. Here won’t be used an electric or thermal engine, will be used a
renewal source, the power of the water.
The power that can transmit a river is not a constant value, but this project is
thought to be solved with an average value of the river.
There are many parameters that affect the energy that can be obtain of a river,
not only the mechanism used for it, also many geographic and physical
parameters of the own river.
In this project it is thought to use a mill similar to those that were used in the old
water mills used to make flour. Looking for information about the precedents of
the mills most of them were used with differences of high in the water, taking
advantage of the potential energy. Other usual solution to absorb the energy of
the river it is creates a parallel canal to reduce the section and with this increase
the kinetical energy on the water.
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Creating a parallel canal to increase the pressing and the velocity of the water is
not a solution because that will need to many resources, financials, physics and
humans.
For these reasons was tough that the best solution would be create a mill based
on the old water mills and mixing it with the most new and modern turbines.
This mill will be based in the bank of the river, in the rapids of the upper side
before Murchison falls, in order to use the kinetic and the potential energy that is
supplied by the little gradient; to achieve the correct work of the whole
mechanism.
There are usual values of water speed in rivers, depending on the amount of
water that they carry, but the speed will be calculate with the Manning formula
to verify this averages.
The Manning formula is based on the Chézy formula that analyzes open canals
introducing the influence of the rubbing.
The Manning formula permit the calculus of the water velocity depend on the
area of a cross section of the river, the gradient that could have the depth and a
constant value that is characteristic of each type of roughness in the river’s wall.
Manning formula:

⁄

⁄

( 96 )

The elements that take part in this formula are:
Hydraulic radius depend on the depth of the river
Gradient of the water line
Rubbing coefficient
( 97 )

The hydraulic radius change with the cross section area and the perimeter of this
section perimeter.
Cross section area.
Perimeter of the section
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Figure 60. Cross section of the river

When the water speed is known the drive power of the mill can be calculated
using:
( 98 )

The parameters that appear in the formula are:
Is the fluid density
Velocity of the fluid calculated with the Manning formula
Cross section area of the blade in contact with the water.
Height loss
Efficiency of the machine

The calculus that have been made are:

Table 54. Mesuraments of the river
y

1,5

b

70

z

1,25
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Table 55. Water speed by Manning
c(m/s)

3,566

R

1,441

S

0,05

n

0,08

A

107,8125

P

74,802

Table 56. Effective power
N (W)

26392,142

density

1000

g

9,81

c

3,566

Ab

1

H

0,75435308

Table 57. Actionament Power
N (W)

26392,142

efficiency

0,35

Nac (W)

9237,249

With the consideration that this mill is not the best machine to take the power of
the water the efficiency is taken as 35 %. Even with this low value can be
observed in the tables that the mill can provide the enough power to move the
mechanism.
For this reason can be considered that the mechanism works and the project has
a possible solution under these determinate situations.
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CHAPTER 5:
CONCLUSIONS

Following completion of the design of the cable car, a number of conclusions may
be drawn.
As stated in the objectives, top priority was given to mechanical strength of the
elements and proper relation of movement between them. The selection of
materials was optimized to achieve this. In addition to maximizing the ratio of
strength-to-weight, high corrosion resistance was required due to its location in
an area with high temperature and humidity.
The design of the cable and the axle-supporting structure was a challenge due to
the novel application studied here. Our analysis shows, however, that the design
will securely support the vehicle and its passengers along the programmed route,
as required.
Some of the transmission elements required a special design for this application,
due to the absence of such elements in catalogs used for similar projects.
The need for made-to-measure pieces increased the budget for the project, but
this is not unusual for a prototype design.
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We developed a satisfactory theoretical solution to the problems of utilization of
hydraulic energy resources. Subsequent improvements and upgrading of the
water wheel mechanism could be achieved by testing various designs similar to
water turbines used in different conditions.
This project has afforded us both the opportunity to apply technical knowledge to
the design and construction methodology of the project, as well as to increase
our knowledge of the commercial and legal aspects of the project.
In conclusion, the challenging design and technical objectives of this final thesis
degree project provided us as students with an unusual opportunity for
engineering and personal development. It also improved our perception of how
such a project is developed in the real world, which will no doubt prove to be of
value in the future.
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To calculate the budget many things have been taken in care. Not only has the
value of the different pieced also the salary of the different workers that can
work in the project.
In the following section there is a dipper explanation of the elements that could
be calculated the price.
Components bought to a supplier.









Bearing: Searching this element with many different suppliers has been
found a competitive price. The cost of one bearing is 10.72 euro. In the
project will be needed some bearings to hold the different axles that
transmit the loads. The total number of bearings used is 17.
Straight-cut gear: There will be necessary some straight-cut gears to
transmit the energy between parallel axles.
The timing belt: a very important element to transmit the rotational
movement between the first and the second axle.
The square profiles are other regaled elements and are very easy to found.
The cable was defined in order to resist the loads and the constant
rubbing. The best solution for that is the following cable.
In the project have been used two different type of axles to transmit the
movement, in the following table appear the cost of each one.
To build a cabin is very difficult, for this reason has been bought in a
elevators company.

Ammount
Bearing

Unitari cost

Total
(euro)

cost

17

10,72(euro/piece)

182,24

Straight-cut gear

4

52,36 (euro/piece)

209,44

Timing belt

1 698,17 (euro/piece)

698,17

Sqaure profile(m) 40.4

80

3,08 (euro/meter)

246,4

Sqaure profile(m) 65.5

152

8,76 (euro/meter)

1331,52

cable

220

0,8 (euro/meter)

176

Axle 16 (m)

22,6

22,84(euro/meter)

516,184

Axle 14(m)

4

16,64(euro/meter)

66,56

cabin

1

1492(euro/piece)

1492
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Furthermore, have to take care of the price of the workers:
Operative expense

Engineer

train laborer

Apprentice

25(euro/h) 15(euro/hora) 8(euro/hora)
Structure (total euro)

16000

360

Rails (total euro)

3000

450

80

Axles (total euro)

9000

60

360

Finally it is important to have an amount of money for any unexpected event, in
this project will be 3000 euros.
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